
38 ANNOTATION

eclipse of the sun. Some macular changes were observed when'
the detachiment had somewhat subsided with rest. However a
definite hole at the macula is, not described as having been seen,
although it may have been a likely assumption to explain the
origin of the detachment.
Rauh in 1927 reported a case of central retinal changes foll'owing

exposure to excessive light and strong heat. This was apparently a
localised small central defachment of the' retina. There is no sug-
gestion however of a hole in the retina; and the fact that visual
acuity in this eye; with a convex lens to compensate for the pushing
forward of the macula, was 5/6, and later 5/9, is evidence against
such a possibility.

Finally this case seems of especial interest because it demon-
strates serious injury to the sight that is likely to-occur in modern
warfare if adequate precautions are not observed.
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ANNOTATION

"Up to One's Eyes"
- Our heading was suggested to us some time ago by the versatile

gentleman who prepares the annual index for the journal. H-e was
up to his eyes in work other than indexing, as he looks upon the
latter as ptre amusement. Most of us at some time or other have
been up to our eyes in work. One calls to mind one's early
experiences in the out-patient room at Moorfields. Now that we
have retired from practice we spend much of our time up to our eyes
in work in the garden, broken once or twice a month by being in a
similar condition with regard to proof reading. The simile is an
appropriate one for an ophthalmic sprgeon and we will leave the
the upper limit of the back teeth to our dental colleagues. May all
ouir readers be iup to their eyes in work is the best wish we can offer
for the first number of a new volume. At the same we may perhaps
be pardoned for emphasizing the fact that after more than three years
of world war we are still in a position-to maintain publication. When
one thinks of the enormous upset of national life involved, together
with the almost complete cessation of our exchange journal, copies
save those of the Empire and the United States, it seems a marvel
that we have kept afloat.' We are deeply in the debt of those who"
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month\ by month, have contributed papers, and if the abstract
section has occasionally been a little,thin, it is not to be wondered
at. Nor can one continue indefinitely to produce annotations of
value. So far we have not descended to Mr. Pott's famous
expedient, when an article on Chinese metaph'ysics was needed, of
looking up China and metaphysics in an encyclopaedia and pooling
the results, nor have we ever followed the advice offered by a very
experienced editor to take one of the abstracts' and put it into
better English; yet at times during the past three years we have
sailed rather wide of the ophthalmological mark. And if on
occasions a strain of levity or of whimsical attempt at humour has
crept into our lucubrations it has been done with a purpose. In
times of stress we like to think that anything that raises a smile
mav help to enable people to carry on in spite of difficulties. Such
has been our intention and if it has met with any success we are
only too thankful. When peace comes we shall hope to revert to
more solid contributions to the ophthalmic effort.

ABSTRACTS

MISCELLANEOUS

(1) Riwchun, M. H. (Buffalo, New York).-Albino with senile
cataracts.' Amer. Ji. Ophthal., Vol. XXIV, p. 798, 1941.

(1) Riwchun reports the successful extraction of senile mature
cataract from each eye of a male albino, aged 59. He comments
that he has been unable to find.any statistics about the incidence of
senile cataract in albinos and quotes Duke-Elder's text-book in
which it is stated "'There is no evidence available which shows that
the eyes of albinos in later life are more vulnerable or prone to
disease than normally pigmented eyes; there are several records of
the extractions of senile cataract with good results."

H'. B. STALLARD.

(2) Parkhill, E. M. and Benedict, W. L. (Rochester, Minnesota).
-Gliomas of the retina. Amer. JI. Ophthal., Vol. XXIV.
p. 1354, 1941.

(2) Parkhill and Benedict discuss the origin, classification, grade
of malignancy and. prognosis of glioma retinae l;ased bn a histo-
pathological study of 35 eyes. They suggest that these neoplasms
arise from the glial cells which prevail in the inner nuclear, the
ganglion-cell and nerve fibre layers and are probably the only retinal
cells which retain the power of reproduction after birth. They
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